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Many CAD programs allow users to draw objects
on the computer screen, but AutoCAD is one of
the most widely used, featuring, among other
capabilities, several different drawing tools,

functions, and drawing modes for the drafting of
2D and 3D drawings. History In the late 1970s,
Autodesk was developing a new generation of

computer-aided design (CAD) and drafting
software for microcomputers. Computer-Aided
Design CAD (often referred to as CAD or CAX),
represented a new software category in which

the primary instrument was a graphics-oriented
computer. When it was first conceived, AutoCAD

was designed to function as a CAD program,
and CAD users could use CAD features as
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desired. A few years later, the software was
greatly expanded to become a full-fledged
CAD/drafting package. The first version of
AutoCAD was for the Xerox 4100 series of

minicomputers. It was developed by Paul Brode
and John Kelly, two Autodesk engineers working
in the Cambridge Research Laboratory (CRL) in
Belmont, Massachusetts. AutoCAD was initially

released for the 4100s as two separate
programs, a drawing program (AutoCAD) and a

graphics program (AutoCAD Graphics). The
graphics program was only compatible with the

4100-60. The 4100-60 was the only
minicomputer with a graphics accelerator (a
hardware graphics coprocessor), which was a

bitmapped screen that could store image
information in large quantities. The initial 4100

graphics program was limited to displaying
bitmapped images. Later, the graphics program

was expanded to support text, raster, and
vector graphics. The first version of AutoCAD for
the 4100 minicomputers was released in 1982.

In the late 1970s, a new class of minicomputers,
the 286-series, which included the Intel 80286
and 80386 processors, became available. The

new processors allowed faster processing
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speeds and an increased amount of memory.
These computers were mostly used in the

personal computer (PC) industry, and AutoCAD
for the 80286 was released in late 1982. The

initial release of the AutoCAD 286 version was
limited to a single function: it would fit vectors

to 2D and 3D drawings. Also in 1982, Apple
Computer introduced its Macintosh personal

computer, with a powerful graphics processor.
Because of its enhanced graphics capabilities,

Apple Computer

AutoCAD Crack+

CAD functions The most basic functionality of
AutoCAD is the ability to open a file, plot, and
display it on the screen. These commands are

also represented by buttons on the toolbar,
which can be dragged from their previous

location to a new one, and to the right of the
buttons are the very few commands that can be

customized and assigned to keys in the key
map. A partial list of AutoCAD commands

includes: Open – Shows a blank document. New
– Opens a document with a new drawing, that is,

a new drawing that is not added to the active
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drawing that is open. Open Drawing – Opens a
new drawing that is associated with a file

opened in the current drawing. Close – Closes
the current drawing. Quit – Closes the current

drawing and the program without saving. Save –
Saves a drawing to the active drawing. Save As
– Saves the active drawing with a new name.
Cut – Moves the current drawing to the cut

plane of the active drawing and inserts a new
cut line on top of the cut line on the active

drawing. The cut line on the active drawing is
automatically deleted, if the line is already on

that plane. Copy – Copies the current drawing to
a new location. Paste – Inserts the selected

drawing at a new location. Undo – Undoes the
last change. Redo – Redoes the last change.
Reset – Resets the active drawing to the first
drawing. Rotate – Rotates the active drawing
around an axis. Zoom – Enlarges or contracts
the active drawing. Move – Moves the active

drawing in both directions along an axis. Delete
– Deletes the selected object. Duplicate –

Duplicates the selected object. Frame – Places a
viewport frame around the active drawing. The

viewport frame is a fixed area on which the
current view of the active drawing is displayed.
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Trace – Starts the tracing of the active drawing
in another drawing that is specified by the user.
Translate – Changes the position of the active
drawing in both directions along an axis. Grid –

Plots a grid on the active drawing, such as a
CAD axis. Linetype – Changes the linetype of the

active drawing. Dimension – Changes the
dimensions of the active drawing. Dimensioned

Object – Changes the dimension of a
dimensioned object. Text – Changes the text of
the active drawing. Block – Opens a ca3bfb1094
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AutoCAD Activation PC/Windows

The keygen is AutoCAD.DLL and will be placed
in the folder %programfiles%\Autodesk\Autocad
2013\Plugins Hacked by: KingLardAss This
project has been updated to support Autocad
2015. If you have problems with the keygen
please check the latest version. By: ActionZ
Update: This tool will take Autocad's secret
format *.cac into a *.xcac file. This is only
required if you want to use.xcac files with the
keygen. Q: ASP.NET MVC3 - Authorize user by
Role on Controller Is there a way to authorize
user by role on controller (in AccountController)?
I know I can assign roles to user on user profile
(UserManager), but is there a way to do this
directly in AccountController? Any help
appreciated A: Controller code:
[Authorize(Roles="role1, role2")] public
ActionResult Index() { return View(); } View: @if
(User.IsInRole("role1")) { 1 } else if
(User.IsInRole("role2")) { 2 } Or, even easier to
use: @if (User.IsInRole("role1")) { 1 } @if
(User.IsInRole("role2")) { 2 } EDIT: As @adilnej
said, if you really want to use the ViewBag you
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can do it as following: Controller code:
[Authorize(Roles = "role1, role2")] public
ActionResult Index() { ViewBag.message =
"User is authorized"; return View(); } View: @if
(User.IsInRole("role1")) {

What's New in the AutoCAD?

Markup Assist helps you create floor plans more
quickly by reading the text of a PDF plan and
then quickly customizing the drawing with
features like precise location and dimensioning.
You can import floor plans from other file
formats and export them to a PDF. “Whoa,” said
one Twitter user after watching the video.
“That's awesome.” In the right-click menus, you
can right-click to either import or import and
link. (Like in earlier versions of AutoCAD, you
can right-click to import features such as data
from a spreadsheet, a text file, a web page, or a
comma-delimited text file.) When you double-
click to launch your drawing, the document
opens in the Current Drawing group, and the
PDF plan opens in a new group. All the drawings
are now linked, and you can navigate from one
drawing to the other by navigating to the
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drawing’s group. You can control the placement
of the imported, linked, and linked and imported
drawings in your design. Drawing Copy and
Export: When you create a linked drawing, you
can add all the linked drawings to a new copy of
the current drawing. The command Copy
continues to work as it has in previous versions
of AutoCAD. You can now export a drawing to an
eXtensible Markup Language (XML) file. You can
import this XML file to other drawings, or you
can export a drawing to a PDF, a Microsoft Excel
spreadsheet, or a PowerPoint slide deck. More
precision with the Coordinate System The
coordinate system can now be adjusted by
dragging any control on the coordinate system
axis. You can also quickly scale any control to a
size between zero and 1,000,000. The Visibility
options of the System Settings dialog box now
appear in a section where you can set the
defaults for the visibility of the crosshairs, snap,
grid, and layer controls. You can set the default
to Off for the controls to display only when you
activate them. In the System Settings dialog
box, you can now set the options for Snap Type
and Grid Units. 3D Preview has been updated to
provide better viewing of 3D objects. New
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settings for templates Settings for templates
have been improved. You can now add settings
to the Options bar for any templates. For
example, in the 2
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7/8/10 Processor: Intel
Core 2 Duo or AMD Phenom II X2 or higher
Memory: 4GB RAM Graphics: DirectX 10-class
GPU Storage: 1GB available space
Recommended: Processor: Intel Core i3 or AMD
Athlon II X3 or higher Terms of Service
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